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Abstract: This paper investigates the aerodynamic performance of an overlapping octocopter with
the effect of horizontal wind ranging from 0 to 4 m/s using both low-speed wind tunnel tests and
numerical simulations. The hovering efficiency and the potential control strategies of the octocopter
under the effect of horizontal wind are also validated using blade element momentum theory. The
velocity distribution, rotor pressure and vortex of the downwash flow with the horizontal wind are
presented using the Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) method. Finally, wind tunnel tests were
performed to obtain the thrust and power consumption with the rotor speed ranging from 1500 to
2200 rpm for horizontal winds at 0 m/s, 2.5 m/s and 4 m/s. The results showed that horizontal wind
decreased the flight efficiency of the planar octocopter and had little effect on the coaxial octocopter.
It is also interesting to note that horizontal wind is beneficial for thrust increments at a higher rotor
speed and power decrements at a lower rotor speed for the overlapping octocopter. Specifically,
the horizontal wind of 2.5 m/s for a lower rpm is presented with a power decrement with proper
aerodynamic interference between the rotor blades. Additionally, the overlapping octocopter obtains
a higher hover efficiency at 4 m/s compared to traditional octocopters, which is more suitable for
flying in a cross wind with a more compact structure.

Keywords: aerodynamics; hover; horizontal wind; overlapping octocopter; UAV

1. Introduction

Rotary Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) have become widely used in the military
and civilian industries in recent years [1]. Due to the ability to land vertically and hover,
they are considered highly maneuverable [2,3] and are applied for battlefield surveillance,
border patrol, and even rescue missions [4,5]. For rotary UAVs, a higher thrust and lower
power consumption are the key factors to maintain the flight efficiency required to perform
complex tasks. In particular, a compact structure with a limited space is also promoted for
some tasks, which means that the rotors are closely distributed [6]. In this case, a novel
overlapping UAV is designed to fly in narrow spaces. The biggest problem for rotary UAVs
is the insufficient payload capacity required to carry heavy sensors, batteries, or other
devices. Increasing the total thrust by increasing the number of rotors is a simple way
to improve the payload capacity. Therefore, an overlapping octocopter with a compact
structure and higher payload capacity is proposed in this study. Considering that wind
gusts also affect outdoor aerodynamic performance, resulting in thrust or power variation,
it is also important to investigate the hovering efficiency of the overlapping octocopter
under crosswind conditions [7,8].

Tong et al. proposed an environmentally adaptive trajectory planning system to study
the dynamic characteristics of UAVs under the effect of wind [9]. Sisson William et al.
proposed a methodology to solve the issues with maneuver control [10]. Both studies
are only limited to control theories. Recently, numerical simulations by Park H.S et al.
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were applied on a rotorcraft fuselage using OpenFOAM software [11]. Jung Useok et al.
tried a robust adaptive trajectory tracking control design for a rotorcraft subject to wind
uncertainties [12]. As for the experiments, Bauknecht Andre et al. investigated the effect
of operating parameters on aerodynamic performance based on a test bench with flow-
field measurements [13]. It can be seen that there are few studies that are focused on
the aerodynamic performance of rotary UAVs using both simulations and experiments.
However, since wind gusts are normal during the flight of rotary UAVs, the blade element
momentum (BEM) theory is presented as a reliable tool to analyze the performance of a
UAV’s rotor blade, and it is, therefore, possible to study the performance of its rotor in a
wind gust. In particular, it is a challenge to maintain balance in horizontal wind as both the
inflow and outflow are changed in this case [14,15].

Furthermore, a typical flying environment for UAVs normally includes a light breeze
(1.6–3.3 m/s) or a gentle breeze (3.4–5.4 m/s). For an overlapping octocopter under the
effect of horizontal wind, this paper is focused on answering the following questions:
(1) How does a change in wind speed affect propulsive efficiency compared to a traditional
octocopter? (2) Where does the higher thrust come from considering the stronger rotor
interference and wind disturbance? Section 2 discusses the effect of horizontal wind on the
rotor using blade element momentum theory. Section 3 presents numerical simulations to
analyze the flow field of the overlapping octocopter with horizontal wind. Section 4 shows
the wind tunnel tests and the experimental results. Finally, the conclusions are presented in
Section 5.

2. Analysis of the Theoretical Model

The overlapping octocopter is presented in Figure 1, where the eight rotors are equally
distributed and divided into two layers. Four rotors are located on each layer with an angle
of 45◦ between the adjacent rotor arm, where Ω is the rotational speed of the rotor, T is
the thrust generated by the rotor, and s is the length of the rotor arm. The optimal rotor
spacing L = 1.8 D is proved with the best loading capacity [16], where L is the rotor spacing
on the same layer, and D is the rotor diameter.
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Figure 1. Structure of the overlapping octocopter. (a) Prototype; (b) parameters. 
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The adjacent rotors on the same layer rotate in the opposite sense. Two sets of rotor 
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torque for the vehicle, as shown in Figure 1b. Changing the thrust via the rotor speed 
allows for the transitional and rotational movement of the octocopter. In order to obtain a 
mathematical model of the octocopter, it is necessary to establish two coordinate systems, 
the inertial frame fixed on the earth E = [x, y, z]T and the body frame fixed attached to the 

Figure 1. Structure of the overlapping octocopter. (a) Prototype; (b) parameters.

2.1. Model Dynamics

The adjacent rotors on the same layer rotate in the opposite sense. Two sets of rotor
motors on the diagonal turn in the same direction, providing the required thrust and torque
for the vehicle, as shown in Figure 1b. Changing the thrust via the rotor speed allows for the
transitional and rotational movement of the octocopter. In order to obtain a mathematical
model of the octocopter, it is necessary to establish two coordinate systems, the inertial
frame fixed on the earth E = [x, y, z]T and the body frame fixed attached to the vehicle
B = [X, Y, Z]T. The motion of an octocopter is described by six parameters (x, y, z, ϕ, θ, ψ),
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where (x, y, z) is the position of the octocopter and (ϕ, θ, ψ) are the Euler angles, as shown
in Figure 2 [17,18].
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The rotation matrices on the X, Y and Z axes are as follows:

R(ϕ) =

1 0 0
0 cos ϕ −sin ϕ
0 sin ϕ cos ϕ

 (1)

R(θ) =

 cos θ 0 sin θ
0 1 0

− sin θ 0 cos θ

 (2)

R(ψ) =

cos ψ −sin ψ 0
sin ψ cos ψ 0

0 0 1

 (3)

Finally, the conversion matrix RBE and REB can be obtained as follows:

RBE =

cos ψcos θ cos ψsin θsin ϕ− cos ϕsin ψ cos ψsin θcos ϕ + sin ψsin ϕ
sin ψcos θ sin ψsin θsin ϕ + cos ϕcos ψ sin ψsin θcos ϕ− sin ϕcos ψ
−sin θ sin ϕcos θ cos θcos ϕ

 (4)

REB =

 cos ψcos θ sin ψcos θ −sin θ
cos ψsin θsin ϕ− cos ϕsin ψ sin ψsin θsin ϕ + cos ϕcos ψ sin ϕcos θ
cos ψsin θcos ϕ + sin ψsin ϕ cos ψsin θsin ϕ− cos ϕsin ψ cos θcos ϕ

 (5)

From Newton’s second law, the linear motion of a UAV follows:

m

 ..
x
..
y
..
z

 =

cos ϕcos θsin ψ + sin ϕsin ψ
cos ϕsin ψsin θ − sin ϕcos ψ

cos ϕcos θ

 8

∑
i=1

Fi −m

0
0
g

+ Fext (6)

where Fi is the force of the i-th motor. Fext is the external force caused by the horizontal
wind. m is the vehicle mass and g is the gravity acceleration.

Then, the linear motion model of the vehicle can be expressed as:

..
x = Kt

8
∑

i=1
[Ω2

i (cos ψsin θcos ϕ + sin ψsin ϕ) + Fextx ]/m

..
y = Kt

8
∑

i=1
[Ω2

i (sin ψsin θcos ϕ− sin ϕcos ψ) + Fexty ]/m

..
z = Kt

8
∑

i=1
[Ω2

i (cos θcos ϕ) + Fextz ]/m− g

(7)

where Kt is the lift coefficient of the vehicle and Kt = Fi/Ω2
i .
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An overlapping octocopter has not only linear motion but also angular motion. From
the angular momentum theorem, we can obtain:

→
M =

d
→
H

dt
(8)

where
→
M is the main moment of external forces applied to the vehicle,

→
H is the angular

momentum, and dt is the time deviation. When the angular velocity is [p, q, r] T, the above
equation can be expressed as:

→
M =

d
→
H

dt

∣∣∣∣∣∣
B

+

p
q
r

× →H (9)

where
→
H is:

→
H =

 Ix p− Ixyq− Ixzr + Ix
.

Mextx

−Iyx p + Iyq− Iyzr + Iy
.

Mexty

−Izx p− Izyq + Izr + Iz
.

Mextz

 (10)

I is the moment of inertia and Ixy = Iyx = Ixz = Izx = Iyz = Izy = 0, Mext is the external
moment caused by the horizontal wind.

Substituting into Equation (9) gives:

Mx
My
Mz

 =

Ix
.
p + Ix

..
Mextx +

(
Iz − Iy

)
qr

Iy
.
q + Iy

..
Mexty + (Ix − Iz)pr

Iz
.
r + Iz

..
Mextz +

(
Iy − Ix

)
qp

 (11)

Then:  .
p
.
q
.
r

 =


[

Mx − Ix
..

Mextx −
(

Iz − Iy
)
qr
]

I−1
x[

My − Iy
..

Mexty − (Ix − Iz)pr
]

I−1
y[

Mz − Iz
..

Mextz −
(

Iy − Ix
)
qp
]

I−1
z

 (12)

The relationship between Euler’s angle and angular velocity is as follows:
.
ϕ
.
θ
.
ψ

 =

1 tan θsin ϕ tan θcos ϕ
0 cos ϕ −sin ϕ
0 sin ϕ/cos θ cos ϕ/cos θ

p
q
r

 (13)

Then, the angular motion model of the vehicle can be expressed as:
.
p =

[
s(T1 + T5 − T3 − T7) +

(
Iy − Iz

)
qr
]
/Ix +

..
Mextx

.
q = [s(T4 + T8 − T2 − T6) + (Iz − Ix)pr]/Iy +

..
Mexty

.
r =

[
s
(
Ω2

1 + Ω2
2 · · ·+ Ω2

8
)
+
(

Ix − Iy
)

pq
]
/Iz +

..
Mextz

(14)

2.2. Aerodynamic Model

Considering that the overlapping octocopter is more compact with two layers, the
aerodynamic interference between the rotors becomes much more complicated compared
to a traditional octocopter with equally distributed rotors or coaxial rotors, not to mention
the wind effect. Figure 3 shows a model of rotor interference with no wind and rotor
interference with the wind effect.
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Figure 3. Rotor interference. (a) No wind; (b) with horizontal wind.

The rotor interference of the overlapping octocopter without the wind effect is focused
on the upper rotors and lower rotors, where the air flow around the upper rotor may
accelerate the inflow of the lower rotor and then cause extra power consumption or thrust
with increased downwash flow of the lower rotor. When the horizontal wind is introduced,
the airflow accelerated by the upper rotor is not evenly distributed between the lower
rotors but deflected to one side along the wind direction. The downwash flow from the
lower rotor is also tilted with a stronger rotor interference.

For a rotorcraft, momentum theory assumes that the rotor is an actuator disk embed-
ded in a streamtube [19]. However, the streamtube may deform in the horizontal wind
where the rotor inflow is not uniform with the wind effect. The net velocity of the rotor
disk with the horizontal flow is contributed by both the incoming flow velocity and the
rotor suction [15]. Figure 4 shows the rotor module with the wind effect in the streamtube.
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The actual air velocity
→
va with the acceleration by the rotor is the sum of the induced

velocity
→
vi and the air flow rate

→
vs. With the assumption of an incompressible fluid in the

streamtube, the relationship between aerodynamic power P and thrust T is obtained [19].

T = 2ρAvi|va| (15)
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P = 2κρAv2
i |va| (16)

where A is the area of the rotor disk and ρ is the air density. κ ≥ 1 is the induced power
factor [20].

The horizontal incidence ratio µ and the vertical inflow ratio λ are defined as:

λ =
2vi
ΩD

; µ =
2vs

ΩD
(17)

Thus, the thrust and power of the rotor can be obtained as:

T =
1
2

ρAΩ2D2λ
√

µ2 + λ2 (18)

P = κ
1
2

ρAΩ2D2λ2
√

µ2 + λ2 (19)

A simple relationship between rotor thrust and downwash flow can be easily obtained
in the streamtube using the two physical laws of conservation of mass and conservation
of momentum. Taking into account the geometry of the rotor blade, the expression for
thrust given the inflow distribution across the rotor disk is derived by introducing the blade
element theory on the basis of the momentum theory (Figure 5) [21]. A blade element is
one small portion of the blade distance with r, from the center of rotation with a spanwise
dimension,∆r. The thrust increment is given by:

∆T = b
ρ

2

(
ΩR + vi)

2a(θ − λ)c∆r (20)Aerospace 2023, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 7 of 19 
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Figure 5. Aerofoil section of a blade at r ∈ [0, R] from the rotor hub.

Mathematically, the thrust of the rotor is described by [22]:

∆T = b
∫ R

0

T
∆r

dr = b
∫ R

0

ρ

2

(
ΩR + vi)

2a
(

θ − vi
ΩR

)
cdr (21)

where b is the number of blades, R is the rotor radius, a is the slope of the lift curve, θ is the
pitch angle of the blade element, and c is the chord of the blade element.

Compared with traditional octocopters with the same rotor size, including the planar
octocopter with equally distributed rotors and the coaxial octocopter with four coaxial rotor
pairs, the power coefficient and thrust coefficient is introduced:

CT =
4T

ρA(ΩD)2 (22)
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CP =
8P

ρA(ΩD)3 (23)

Also, the figure of merit (FM) is presented to characterize the hovering performance [21].

FM =
C3/2

T√
2CP

=
T3/2

P
√

2ρA
(24)

3. Simulations
3.1. Geometry

The rotor diameter is D = 400 mm, the height of the two rotor layers is h = 50 mm, and
the rotor speed is 2200 rpm. Table 1 gives the basic parameters of the rotor blades used in
the octocopter, and Figure 6 shows the chord length distribution.

Table 1. Rotor parameters.

Parameter Value

Diameter 400 mm
Weight 0.015 kg

Number of blades 2
Chord length (75% R) 0.026 m

Rotor solidity 0.128
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3.2. Mesh Domain

Numerical simulations were performed by ANSYS (2021 R1) FLUENT. The size of the
mesh domain was 18R (length)× 15R (width)× 15R (height) with a longer dimension (18R)
to capture the flow detail along with the horizontal wind without extending computing
time resulting from the excessive domain size. Table 2 is a domain independence check,
which indicates that a smaller flow field led to excessive deviations in CT, and when the
size of the flow field reached 18R × 15R × 15R, it had almost no effect on CT (0.029%). Also,
a larger domain led to an increasing grid number with a longer computing time. The whole
flow field was divided into eight rotational domains and one static domain, as shown in
Figure 7.
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Table 2. Domain independence.

Name Mesh 1 Mesh 2 Mesh 3 Mesh 4 Mesh 5

Domain size 12R × 8R × 8R 14R × 10R × 10R 16R × 12R × 12R 18R × 15R × 15R 22R × 18R × 18R
CT (2200 rpm) 0.175136 0.195458 0.203184 0.204452 0.204512

Relative error of CT 10.397% 3.802% 0.620% - 0.029%
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Figure 7. Computational grid for the overlapping octocopter.

The sliding-mesh method was applied to treat the boundaries between two domains. It
did not involve the deformation and regeneration of the grid, so it did not cause a negative
volume and also greatly saved the computational cost. The grids on the rotor tip were
refined to reach the independence state by (1) running the initial simulation on the initial
mesh and ensure the convergence of residual error to 10−5, the monitor points were steady,
and imbalances were below 1%. (2) Once it met the convergence criteria above for our
first simulation, we refined the mesh globally in the domain. Generally, one should aim
for around 1.5 times the initial mesh size. We ran the simulation and ensured that the
residual error dropped below 10−5, the monitor points were steady, and the imbalances
were below 1%. Then, we compared the monitor point values with the values from the
initial simulation to ensure they were the same or within the allowable tolerance. In this
case, the solution was independent of the mesh [23,24]. The grid convergence is shown in
Table 3.

Table 3. Tests of grid convergence.

Grid Normalized Grid Spacing CT (2200 rpm)

1 1 0.204452
2 2 0.20245
3 4 0.195576

The order of convergence p observed from these results is

p = ln
(

CT1 − CT2

CT1 − CT3

)
/ln(2) = 1.779708 (25)
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For the theoretical convergence, the order is 2.0. Now, the Richardson extrapolation
can be applied to obtain an estimate of CT at zero grid spacing using the two finest grids.

CTh=0 = CT1 + (CT1 − CT2)/(2p − 1)
= 0.205275

(26)

This value is also presented in Figure 8.
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We calculated the grid convergence index. Since three grids were used for the CT
calculations, a factor of safety FS = 1.25 was used. The GCI (grid convergence index) for
grids 1 and 2 is:

GCl12 = 1.25|(CT1 − CT2)/CT1|/(2p − 1)100% =
0.50297%

(27)

The GCI for grids 2 and 3 is:

GCl23 = 1.25|(CT2 − CT3)/CT2|/(2p − 1)100% =
1.0744%

(28)

We checked if the solution was within the asymptotic convergence range

GCl12/(2pGCl23) = 1.0098 (29)

This value is approximately 1, indicating that the solution was well within the asymp-
totic convergence range. Thus, it can be considered that the thrust coefficient of the rotor
was 0.205275 with an error range of 0.502%.

Finally, Mesh 4 was applied in the simulations. Additionally, a 20-layer boundary
layer was applied around the rotor tips, and the grid properties are shown in Table 4. The
initial y+ value in the first cells was between 1 and 30, and the final y+ was less than 1.
For the low-Reynolds environment (Retip < 105), the effect of the y+ value was not very
significant for the simulations, which is acceptable [24].
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Table 4. Grid properties.

Initial y + First Layer Height Inflation Layer Maximum Skewness Minimum Orthogonal Quality Elements

1 7.8 × 10−6 20 0.8026 0.051 28,514,963
5 3.9 × 10−5 16 0.8169 0.095 22,684,962
8 6.3 × 10−5 14 0.8258 0.103 18,269,659
12 9.4 × 10−5 10 0.8436 0.128 9,568,975
30 2.3 × 10−4 8 0.8525 0.149 7,892,231

The Reynolds-averaged SST k–ω to deal with incompressible flows was used as the
turbulence model. The semi-implicit method for pressure-linked equations (SIMPLE)
was adopted for all simulations. Also, the PRESTO discretization gave more accurate
results than the standard one since interpolation errors and pressure gradient assumptions
on the boundaries are avoided. Furthermore, the second-order discretization schemes
were utilized for the time discretization and convection and diffusion terms. Hence, this
scheme prevents any unnecessary fluctuations in the solution fields. Lastly, the calculation
convergence was considered when the residual errors were reduced to 10−5 to obtain the
final results. In comparison, the traditional planar octocopter with equally distributed
rotors and the coaxial octocopter were also simulated with the same procedure.

3.3. Results

Figure 9 shows the velocity distribution at the plane located on 1D beneath the over-
lapping octocopter.
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Figure 9. Velocity distribution of the downwash flow for the overlapping octocopter.

The velocity of the downwash flow accelerated with the increasing wind speed. Specif-
ically, the maximum downwash flow was located at X/D = 1.1 and X/D = −1.1 without the
wind effect and was symmetrically distributed. When the horizontal wind was introduced,
the maximum downwash flow was at X/D = 1.5 for 2.5 m/s and X/D = 2.6 for 4 m/s,
respectively.

Figure 10 shows the downwash flow distribution at 1D below the octocopter with
a horizontal wind speed of 2.5 m/s. It is noted that the downwash flow of the coaxial
octocopter was nearly not affected by the horizontal wind with a symmetrical structure,
while the planar octocopter obtained a scatter distribution with the wind effect.
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Figure 10. The downwash flow distribution at 1D below the octocopter with a horizontal wind of
2.5 m/s. (a) Planar octocopter; (b) coaxial octocopter; (c) overlapping octocopter.

Figure 11 shows the 3D vortex with the Q-criterion structure of the overlapping
octocopter. As shown in Figure 11a, the rotor interference is mainly between the upper
rotors and lower rotors with no horizontal wind, and the downwash flow is untapped
with a symmetric distribution. The vortex began to move along with the wind and the
vortices of the rotor appeared to deform and tangle with each other. Also, the wing tip
vortices of the rotor were broken and reformed with the increasing wind speed. Finally,
the interferences between the rotor and vortex and the vortex and vortex may decrease the
aerodynamic performance by increasing power consumption [25].
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The pressure distribution of the overlapping octocopter in the horizontal wind is
shown in Figure 12. The pressure difference on the upper and the lower surface increases
gradually with the horizontal wind speed, which is directly related to the increment in the
rotor thrust. Combined with the pressure on the rotor section as shown in Figure 12b–d, the
pressure difference on the upper and lower surface of the rotor tip is significantly increased
with the wind speed, which also leads to increased thrust with a better hover efficiency.
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4. Wind Tunnel Tests
4.1. Facility and Experimental Setup

For this section, wind tunnel tests were conducted on the overlapping octocopter,
planar octocopter, and coaxial octocopter as a comparison to investigate the wind effect
on the octocopter with the same procedure. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 13.
The test section of the low-speed wind tunnel was 3 m long × 3 m wide × 2.5 m high
to guarantee sufficient maneuvering space. The wind was generated by two fans with
a diameter of 3 m and a power of 45 kw, with a maximum wind speed of 50 m/s in the
test section. The uncertainty of the wind speed was 0.4%. The octocopter was installed
at a height of 1.5 m from the bottom to reduce the impact of the ground effect on the
experiment. The rotor was powered by a BLDC motor (MSYS-LRK195.03). In the test,
thrust was obtained with a thrust sensor (model: CZL605, accuracy: 0.02% f.s.), and power
was obtained by collecting the voltage and the current (model: ABF-SS-L303SPV; accuracy:
±0.1 mV, ±0.1 µA). An optical tachometer was used to obtain the rotor RPM (model:
DT-2234C, accuracy: ±0.05% + 1d) [16]. Table 5 shows the specific parameters and accuracy
of the experiments.
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Table 5. Experimental parameters.

Parameter Value

Density (kg/m3) 1.185
Pressure (Pa) 1.01 × 105

Temperature (◦C) 25
RPM 1500~2300

Wind speed (m/s) 0, 2.5, 4 (±0.4%)

4.2. Results

Figure 14 compares the thrust coefficient obtained from numerical simulations and
the experiments. Both the simulations and experiments are generally in good agreement
with an acceptable relative error of 2% [26], especially for a higher rotor speed, where
a stronger rotor interference may cause rotor vibration with a variation in the thrust
measurement. Additionally, the error mainly came from (1) the deformation of the rotor
during the experiment when it was treated as a rigid body in the simulation and (2) the
standard deviations of the rotational speed and the mean voltages from the thrust sensors
in the experiments which are related to the finite number of magnets that excite the Hall
effect sensor.
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The variation in the thrust coefficient for the different octocopters at 2.5 m/s and 4 m/s
is shown in Figure 15. As expected, the thrust is directly related to the pressure difference.
A higher rotor speed also led to a greater pressure difference. In addition, the horizontal
wind became advantageous to the thrust increment, especially at a higher wind speed.
The maximum thrust variation reached was 6.89% in this case. For the coaxial octocopter,
the thrust was lower than the other two octocopters. For the same wind speed, as shown
in Figure 12, the pressure difference on the rotor surface allowed the rotor to generate
higher thrust.
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and pressure at rotor tip (75%); (b) power coefficient and streamline.

The power coefficient increased with the wind speed where the rotor interference was
much stronger along with the wind, especially for the wind at 2.5 m/s with a lower rotor
speed of less than 1900 rpm. Surprisingly, the power decreased with the rotor speed, with a
maximum reduction of 1.5%, which means that increasing the rotor speed will offset the
rotor interference to some extent. For the 4 m/s horizontal wind, there was a significant
increase in the power coefficients at 1800 rpm for the planar octocopter, which decreased
the hover efficiency of the vehicle. Together with the streamline, the flow field of the vehicle
became even more chaotic at 4 m/s, especially for the planar octocopter. The maximum
increment in the power coefficient was up to 9.81%. For the same horizontal wind speed,
increasing the rotor speed may improve the hover efficiency of the octocopter.

The figure of merit (FM) of the overlapping octocopter with different wind speeds is
shown in Figure 16.
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The FM of the overlapping octocopter tended to decrease with the increasing rotor
speed. It can be seen that the vortex diffused and merged. This vortex generation has
a negative effect on the FM of the rotor blades [27]. Compared with no wind effect, an
increase in the FM of the overlapping octocopter was observed in the presence of horizontal
wind. This is because the vortices generated by the rotor are blown away from the surface
of the rotor due to the horizontal wind, thus reducing the interference between the vortices
and the rotor. In particular, the FM of the overlapping octocopter increased significantly at
the lower rotational speed of 2.5 m/s. The maximum value of FM was 0.36 at 1800 rpm,
which led to the improved aerodynamic performance of the octocopter. However, as the
wind speed increased, this advantage was not that obvious, with a slight decrement. This
may have been caused by the increasing power consumption to maintain stability in the
wind at 4 m/s.

Figure 17 shows the variation in the FM for the three octocopters in horizontal wind.
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The FM of the coaxial octocopter reached the minimum level without a wind effect.
The planar octocopter reached the maximum FM at 0 and 2.5 m/s with a rotor speed
ranging from 1800 to 2000 rpm. However, it decreased with the increasing wind speed,
which indicates that the planar octocopter was not suitable for flying at a higher wind
speed. Interestingly, both the planar and coaxial octocopter presented a lower FM, while
the overlapping octocopter obtained a higher FM with a better hover efficiency and the
ability to resist wind gusts.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, the aerodynamic performance of an overlapping octocopter with the
effect of horizontal wind was investigated using numerical simulations and experiments
and compared to a traditional planar octocopter and coaxial octocopter. The conclusions
are as follows:

(1) The overlapping octocopter obtained the highest FM with an increasing wind
speed, which proves that the overlapping rotor arrangement is inclined to improve the
hover efficiency with the horizontal wind effect, especially for a higher rotor speed. The
simulation results indicated that the thrust increased with the pressure difference resulting
from the wind effect. In this case, the overlapping octocopter is proven to have a better
aerodynamic performance in the gentle breeze (3.4–5.4 m/s) and excellent potential for
exploration in a crosswind with a compact structure.

(2) The coaxial octocopter showed decreased aerodynamic performance with or with-
out a wind effect, which may have been caused by the stronger rotor interference between
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the upper and lower rotor. On the contrary, the hover efficiency of the planar octocopter
showed a similar tendency at 0m/s and 2.5 m/s, which may lead to wider applicability
without a wind effect and with size limitations.

(3) For the overlapping octocopter, the horizontal wind had a positive effect, signifi-
cantly increasing the pressure difference on the rotor surface, which in turn increased the
thrust generated by the rotor. Compared with no horizontal wind, the thrust coefficient
increased by 5.16% at 1500 rpm with a wind speed of 4 m/s. In this case, the horizontal
wind increases the intensity of the downwash flow; the vortex movement is accelerated
along with the wind, which offsets the power consumption and leads to a higher FM.

(4) For a lower rotor speed of less than 1800 rpm, the power consumption decreased
with rotor interference and wind disturbance. It was reduced by 1.95% at 1600 rpm for
2.5 m/s compared with the planar octocopter without the wind effect. For the higher rotor
speed of more than 2000 rpm, the thrust increased with the wind speed. This led to a
maximum of 10% compared with the planar octocopter at 2000 rpm and at 4 m/s. Thus,
for the octocopter, reducing the rotor speed in a light breeze or increasing the rotor speed
in a gentle breeze will improve the hover efficiency.
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